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ABSTRACT

The goals of the activity were: a) increasing the teacher motivation and ability to produce academic writing, b) increasing the teacher ability to explore the topics of academic writings, c) increasing the teacher ability to produce academic articles, and d) increasing the teacher public academic through the journal of research.

The activity was done with three step: a) the first step is giving to produce the academic writing materials classically, b) the second step is guiding the teacher to produce the academic articles, and c) the third step is to serve article to publish in journal. The method of the activity were: a) classical, discuss, and question-answer, and b) clinical and guidance. The step of the activity were: a) serving the topics of the journal, b) serving hand out to produce the academic articles, c) serving the journal "selingkung", d) make corporate with the journal publisher, e) guiding to produce the academic articles, f) evaluate the activities, and g) desemination of the knowledge of produce the academic articles to others.

There are 9 members presents of 15 members who listed, in the activities. The result of the first step were 9 topic. These proceed with the guidance to continued to publish in journal. There were 8 articles on "edukasi @ Elektro" journal, so there were 3 from 9 articles to publish in journal. The 6 articles could be publish on the next edition. The "edukasi @ Elektro" journal publish at the end of November 2007. Over all could be said that the activities succeed very satisfaction, with the score 4, 32 or 86%. There were 84% members said that the activities match with the goals of learning. And there were 91% members said that the activities to felt it self.
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